EXTERNAL KNOWLEDGE SEARCH FOR INNOVATION: THE ROLE OF FIRMS’ INNOVATION STRATEGY AND INDUSTRY CONTEXT

Abstract

Purpose: This paper aims to analyze the extent to which the influence of external knowledge search on innovation performance is contingent on both a firm’s innovation strategy and on the industry context in which it operates.

Design/methodology/approach: The paper adopts a contingent approach that centers analysis on the influence of situational factors, either exogenous or endogenous to the organization, as determinants of the external knowledge search in promoting the firm’s innovation performance. The empirical study is based on a large sample of 18,955 firms operating in 29 industries that belong to 13 European countries.

Findings: Our analysis reveals that a broad knowledge search is more effective for firms that innovate in new goods while a deeper knowledge search is more effective for firms that innovate in new services. Our results also indicate that external knowledge search varies across industries, with search depth being used more in industries in which the knowledge development process is cumulative and appropriable while the external breadth search is preferred in industries with a high level of technological opportunity.

Originality/value: Our approach implies recognizing that the knowledge search strategies may not always be effective, and that firms should align the search strategy to both internal and external factors. Analyzing the influence of these factors can help managers to better choose the type of knowledge search (e.g. intensive or extensive search) that best aligns with the firm’s innovation objectives.
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1. Introduction

Although internal investment in R&D continues to be the mainstay of innovative activity in firms, the capture of external ideas and resources is becoming an increasingly important part of the innovation activity. This trend to open up the innovation process is fuelled by certain environmental characteristics, such as greater market dynamism, increased worker mobility and rapid technological changes (Chesbrough, 2006). In dynamic environments firms can no longer rely solely on their internal development, favoring the participation of other external actors in the innovation process (Chesbrough, 2006; Klevorick et al., 1995; von Hippel, 1988, 2005). Previous studies highlight the advantages of combining internal R&D investments with external resources to benefit from complementarities (e.g., Cassiman and Veugelers, 2006), and report evidence for the influence that external knowledge has on innovation performance (Chiang and Hung, 2010; Katila, 2002; Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Laursen and Salter, 2006). According to this view, knowledge search processes lead firms to develop the required skills to acquire, use and combine knowledge that, together with internal knowledge, will form the basis for innovation.

External knowledge search strategy refers to how firms organize the processes of searching for new and valuable ideas among a large and varied set of external sources of innovation (Laursen and Salter, 2006) including, among others, customers, suppliers, competitors, universities, and other public and private institutions. Previous studies have identified two dimensions: search breadth and search depth (Chiang and Hung, 2010; Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Laursen and Salter, 2006). Search breadth refers to the diversity of sources utilized, and an extensive search strategy is characterized by establishing relationships with a high number of organizations. On the other hand, search depth is related to the degree of
intensity of the relationship with the external sources, and an intensive search strategy entails deeper relationships with the sources (Laursen and Salter, 2006).

The aim of this paper is to extend the research on the influence of the external search strategy on innovation performance by adopting a contingent perspective. In particular, we first aim to analyze to what extent the effectiveness of the external search strategy depends on two characteristics of the firm’s innovative strategy, namely, the type of new products the firm introduces in the market, and the organization of these innovative activities. The second aim is to explore to what extent the knowledge search for innovation is also conditioned by elements of the industries’ technological regimes such as the level of technological opportunity, level of appropriability and knowledge accumulation conditions.

The research is based on the idea that the configuration of the knowledge search strategy depends on a set of characteristics of the innovation strategy such as the type of innovation activities the firm engages in (e.g. innovation in goods or services), and the way they are organized (internally or externally). On the other hand, external knowledge search is shaped by external environment characteristics such as the availability of technological opportunities, the appropriability conditions of the new knowledge, or the technological base of the industry (Castellacci, 2007, Laursen and Salter, 2006; Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993). Although previous studies have empirically analyzed the benefits and costs of intensive and extensive sourcing (Chen et al., 2011; Cruz-González et al., 2014; Laursen and Salter, 2006), less attention has been paid to the extent to which a firm’s internal and external conditions favor or hinder the external search strategy. Some studies point to the need for a contingency approach that centers analysis on the influence of situational factors, either exogenous or endogenous to the organization, as determinants of the external knowledge search in promoting the firm’s innovation performance (Bahemia and Squire, 2010; Huizingh, 2011; Laursen, 2012; López-Sáez et al., 2010). This approach implies recognizing that the
knowledge search strategies may not always be effective, and that firms should align the search strategy to both internal and external factors. Analyzing the influence of these factors can help managers to better choose the type of knowledge search (e.g., intensive or extensive search) that best aligns with the firm’s innovation objectives.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we present the theoretical framework and the hypotheses. In the second section we analyze the role of firm and industry characteristics as contextual factors that influence the external search strategy. We then describe the methodological aspects of the research and present our results. Lastly, the findings from the study are discussed and the conclusions presented.

2. Theoretical background and hypotheses

2.1 Firms’ innovation activities, external knowledge search and innovation performance

Although broad and deep knowledge searches have a positive effect on innovation performance (Laursen and Salter, 2006), the effectiveness of these strategies can be conditioned by multiple contextual variables that influence the implementation of the search activities (Bahemia and Squire, 2010). Contextual variables may be internal to the organization, and related to the innovative activities of the firm, or they may be characteristics of the firm’s environment, mainly the industry in which the firm operates. In this section we focus on internal factors such as the type of product (innovation in goods or services), and whether the firm innovates in products it develops itself or in products developed by other firms or institutions. In the following section we will focus on how the characteristics of the industry influence the knowledge search for innovation.

Innovation in goods versus services

Distinguishing innovation in goods from innovation in services could have implications for the effectiveness of external knowledge search activities. Open innovation studies, focused on innovation in manufacturing firms, reveal that both search breadth and depth positively
influence innovation performance (Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Laursen and Salter, 2006; Chiang and Hung, 2010). A broad search gives firms access to a wide variety of external knowledge that enriches the firm’s knowledge pool (March, 1991) and improves its chances of developing successful innovations (Leiponen and Helfat, 2010; Vega et al., 2009). By contrast, an intensive search gives firms access to a more in-depth and fine-grained knowledge for innovation (Leana and Van Buren, 1999; Chiang and Hung, 2010) that could not be acquired through a more superficial search (Hsieh and Tidd, 2012). In-depth knowledge is easier for the firm to understand and can be simply integrated into its internal innovative efforts (Laursen and Salter, 2006). Most studies on external knowledge search point out that both extensive and intensive search are suitable search strategies for innovation in goods. Based on these arguments, we propose the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 1a. In introducing new goods, search breadth and search depth have a positive effect on innovation performance.**

On the other hand, we expect that the way external knowledge is sought may be different in the case of introducing new services. The importance of person-to-person contacts, the customer orientation and the special qualification requirements within the firm are some of the peculiarities of service innovator firms (Hipp, 2008). These characteristics may influence the way in which these firms search external knowledge for innovation. Sundbo (1997) finds that external networks in service firms are relatively narrow, and that service firms are not efficient in establishing and using external networks. Tether (2005) points out that service firms collaborate more frequently with their customers and suppliers. Mention and Asikainen (2012) find that information sourcing from market players (customers, suppliers, and private consultancies) does not have a significant influence on innovation performance. The low engagement of service firms in external knowledge source
activities may be attributable to the problem of imitation and the lack of a patent system to prevent imitation in services (Santamaría et al., 2012; Hipp and Grupp, 2005; Sundbo, 1997). Innovations in services are rapidly implemented and copied, and service firms barely have time to take advantage of their innovations. In order to avoid problems of imitability, service innovator firms tend to depend on a more intensive search. In contrast to an extensive search, an intensive relationship allows firms to develop a more profound understanding of the external source (customer, supplier, etc.) to access tacit knowledge (i.e., more in-depth and fine-grained knowledge) that is not transferable and is easier to protect than explicit knowledge (Zander and Kogut, 1995) and, therefore, more difficult to imitate. Search depth thus allows firms to overcome the problems of imitability of the external knowledge search in services. Based on these arguments, we propose that the introduction of service innovations can influence the effectiveness of external knowledge search in the following terms:

Hypothesis 1b. In introducing new services, the influence of external search depth on innovation performance is more effective than external search breadth.

Internal and external development of innovations

A primary variable of the firm’s innovative strategy is whether the new products are developed in house or by other firms or institutions. This is related to the make/buy decision investigated by Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) in assessing the complementarity of internal R&D and external knowledge acquisition. Vega-Jurado et al. (2008) find that both firms that develop new products internally and those that acquire them from other firms or institutions use external knowledge to search for technological complementarities. However they differ in how this complementarity is achieved. In the case of firms that develop products internally the external search is driven by acquiring knowledge related to the firm’s R&D capabilities.
(Vega-Jurado et al., 2008), capabilities lacking in firms that innovate in products developed by other firms or institutions.

To the extent that developing new products internally requires not only in-house R&D investments, but also the technological capacities to absorb and use the external knowledge, we expect that firms that develop their products internally will be more able to make better use of the acquired knowledge. On the other hand, firms that innovate in products developed by other firms or institutions will lack the required competences to efficiently absorb and use the external knowledge. These arguments lead us to the following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 2a.** External search breadth is more effective in firms that innovate in new products developed in house than in firms that innovate in new products developed externally.

**Hypothesis 2b.** External search depth is more effective in firms that innovate in new products developed in house than in firms that innovate in new products developed externally.

2.2 *Industry characteristics, external knowledge search, and innovation performance*

Differences in the way and the intensity in which firms search for external knowledge can also be attributable to the industry. For example, previous studies on innovation sources suggest that external knowledge search strategies are particularly beneficial for firms operating in technology-intensive industries (Hagedoorn, 1993; Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Laursen and Salter, 2006). In these industries few firms can achieve the required levels of technological development by themselves, and even the most diversified firms need to cooperate in order to respond quickly to market demands. Cohen and Levinthal (1990)
suggest that, in general, industry characteristics such as the availability of technological opportunities and environmental turbulence affect knowledge search activities.

Several authors (e.g., Malerba, 2002; Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993, 1997; Castellacci, 2007) have proposed a typology of sectoral patterns of innovation with which to analyze the effect of specific industry characteristics on the external knowledge search strategy. Each sector has a series of technological features that shapes its firms’ technological environment and conditions their innovation activities. These technological characteristics, which make up the technological regime of the industry (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Winter, 1984), influence the direction and intensity of the innovative processes in the firm (Castellacci, 2007). Three dimensions of technological regimes have been identified: level of technological opportunity, appropriability, and accumulation conditions (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993). Below we analyze the possible effect of these dimensions on the use of extensive and intensive searches in developing new product innovations.

Level of technological opportunity and external knowledge search

The level of technological opportunity is defined as the likelihood of achieving one or more innovations given a specific amount of R&D expenditure (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993). In environments with high technological opportunities firms tend to search externally in order to “keep pace with progress” (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993). In some technologically dynamic sectors, such as biotechnology, external search activities remain a distinctive feature (Powell et al., 1996).

Levinthal and March (1993) and Nelson and Winter (1982) have suggested that search strategies are strongly influenced by the wealth of opportunities available in the environment and by the search activities carried out by other firms. In industries with high levels of technological opportunities and where other firms make considerable investments in search
activities, a firm will need to search more broadly and deeply in order to gain access to important sources of knowledge (Laursen and Salter, 2006). However, in industries where technological opportunities are low, and search investment by other firms is modest, a firm may have fewer incentives to learn from external sources due to the difficulty in finding relevant external sources to attain better innovation results (Klevorick et al., 1995). Therefore, it is expected that the level of opportunity will have a positive influence on the use of external knowledge sourcing activities.

Hypothesis 3a. The higher the technological opportunity in the sector, the higher the external knowledge search.

The level of opportunity could also influence the type of external search in the industry. When there are plenty of opportunities to acquire valuable knowledge and ideas, firms are more likely to engage in breadth search activities that give them access to a wide range of external knowledge coming from different sources. The availability of relevant external knowledge offsets the increasing complexity of managing the large number of relationships needed to maintain access to these sources (Leiponen and Helfat, 2010). On the other hand, in industries characterized by a low level of opportunities and where the likelihood of obtaining relevant external knowledge is low, firms will focus on search activities only in those specific sources that are able to provide valuable knowledge for innovation. In this context, firms need to develop deeper relationships to absorb valuable knowledge that will otherwise not be available. These arguments lead us to propose the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3b. The positive influence of technological opportunity is higher in extensive knowledge search than in intensive knowledge search.

Appropriability conditions and external knowledge search

Appropriability conditions refer to the possibilities of obtaining rents by protecting innovation against imitation (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993). Firms protect their innovations through a variety of mechanisms, which may be formal such as patents, or informal as with trade secrets, know-how, or tacit knowledge. The level of appropriability and the effectiveness of the mechanisms of appropriation differ greatly from industry to industry (Levin et al., 1987; Malerba and Orsenigo, 1997). Some industries are highly protective (e.g., chemical and pharmaceutical), while in other industries no appropriation mechanisms are particularly effective (e.g., food products, metal-working sectors) (Levin et al., 1987).

There is little research into the influence of appropriability conditions on external knowledge search strategies. Previous studies have found that in industries with high levels of appropriability firms have less incentive to open up their innovation process, given that excessive protection limits the possibility of knowledge exchange between firms (Laursen and Salter, 2014). The search for external knowledge is therefore curbed by the difficulty of accessing knowledge relevant to the firm, and external knowledge search becomes a less profitable strategy. Therefore, it is expected that the level of appropriability will deter search activities for external knowledge.

Hypothesis 4a. Appropriability conditions hinder the use of external knowledge search.

The ability to overcome the difficulties of obtaining valuable external knowledge in protectionist environments differs between broad and deep searches. By increasing the
number of external sources involved in the search activities firms may increase the chance that at least one of them will provide relevant external knowledge in an environment of high appropriability (Leiponen and Helfat, 2010). However, this chance will be higher when the relationship with the external sources is deeper. A deep search implies that firms sustain strong and frequent contacts over time with the external sources in order to build a deep shared understanding and a common way of working together (Laursen and Salter, 2006). This mutual understanding increases the trust between the firm and the external source, thereby lowering the barriers to obtaining valuable knowledge. These arguments suggest that in more protectionist environments firms will tend to develop intensive rather than extensive search strategies, leading us to the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 4b.** In industries with high level of appropriability conditions, firms prefer a deep search to a broad search.

**Knowledge accumulation conditions and external knowledge search**

Accumulation conditions are based on the idea that innovations and current innovative activities provide the foundations for future innovations, and firms that are currently more innovative will be more likely to innovate in the future than those that are not (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1993). Accumulation conditions differ across sectors, thus affecting the intensity and direction of technological change in each sector. In industries where knowledge is cumulative—or in Schumpeterian terms, contexts of “creative accumulation”—technological advantages tend to be stable and feed back into themselves, creating an environment characterized by increasing returns in knowledge creation (Malerba, 2002). Innovations in these environments do not imply a breakdown of pre-existing technological bases in the industry.
In contrast, less accumulative knowledge environments correspond to the Schumpeterian model of “creative destruction” (Malerba, 2002). Frequent radical innovations lead to technological discontinuities and paradigm shifts, causing previously accumulated knowledge to quickly become obsolete (Henderson and Clark, 1990) and also a higher degree of discontinuity in the sources of innovation (Christensen, 1997; Utterback and Abernathy, 1975).

The knowledge accumulation conditions influence the innovative activities of the industry and therefore the suitability of conducting broad or deep knowledge searches. In cumulative knowledge environments, relevant knowledge for the firm needs to be related to its current knowledge base. Firms have fewer incentives to search in new distal knowledge sources than to deepen the search in sources whose knowledge bases are close to them. Building deep relationships with current external sources has some advantages in this context. First, if the new knowledge is related to the firm’s knowledge base, intensive searches make it easy to identify valuable knowledge elements and increase the probability of combining the new knowledge in different and significant ways (Ahuja and Katila, 2001). Second, deep searching enables the organization to obtain valuable knowledge that could not be acquired through a more superficial search (Hsieh and Tidd, 2012). In addition, the costs of an intensive search are lower, since searching in sources with related knowledge bases makes the search more reliable, and reduces the likelihood of errors and false starts (Levinthal and March, 1981). Based on these arguments, we propose that firms in industries with a high level of knowledge accumulation will have incentives to search selectively and learn from external sources that provide knowledge close to their own knowledge base. This argument leads us to the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 5a. The higher the accumulation conditions, the higher the intensive knowledge search.

On the other hand, an extensive search is less preferable in contexts characterized by a high cumulative knowledge. Broad searching implies looking for knowledge from a wide number of sources, some of whose knowledge bases have only a weak connection with the firm’s technological competences. In this context firms are not interested in searching in sources that are not in line with the knowledge accumulation path (i.e., sources with knowledge bases unrelated to the firm’s technological competence). This “non-related” knowledge is less valuable to the firm, since innovations in knowledge cumulative industries are based more on exploiting existing knowledge than on exploring new distal knowledge. Additionally, search costs may rise steeply due to the increased complexity of managing a changing set of knowledge sources and relationships to maintain access to external knowledge (Leiponen and Helfat, 2010). We therefore expect that in highly knowledge accumulative industries, firms will have fewer incentives to engage in a broad search.

Hypothesis 5b. The higher the accumulation conditions in the sector, the lower the extensive knowledge search.

3. Methods

3.1 Data and sample

We use data from the Community Innovation Survey 2006 (CIS-2006), a European database that collects information on the innovation activities of European firms with at least 10 employees. The CIS-2006 covers the period 2004–2006, and includes information on the characteristics of innovative firms, the innovation activities they carry out, and their
innovation results. The survey also contains information on a large number of factors that may favor or hinder innovation activities, including those related to the use of external knowledge sources for the development of new product innovations. The data is collected by the European Union (EU) member states, mainly through a postal survey (in some cases with a combination of postal and electronic surveys) addressed to the heads of R&D or Innovation Management departments. Eurostat’s quality control rules are applied during data processing; these controls include re-contact with the firms, imputation, and non-response analysis to eliminate unit and/or item non-response (Eurostat, 2006).

Although the survey comprises information from all the 27 countries members of the EU in 2006 and Norway, the confidentiality of the data and agreements between Eurostat and EU members prevented us from accessing responses from all member states. Therefore, in this paper, we only analyze information referring to 13 countries: Bulgaria (BG), Cyprus (CY), Czech Republic (CZ), Estonia (EE), Greece (EL), Spain (ES), Hungary (HU), Lithuania (LT), Norway (NO), Portugal (PT), Romania (RO), Slovenia (SI) and Slovakia (SK). The target population of the CIS-2006 is European firms carrying out market activities (NACE activities C to K) (Eurostat, 2006). The CIS-2006 classifies the firms into 29 industries (at 2-digit NACE), although the coverage of the sample for each industry varies depending on whether the industries are classified as either “core” or “non-core”. Of the 93,192 firms contained in the initial sample, we use information on 20,539 firms that introduced new or significantly improved goods or services during the period 2004–2006 (i.e., innovator firms). Table 1 shows the distribution of firms by country and industry. In the statistical analyses a further 1,584 firms were also excluded because they did not report information on either the independent variables (1,522) or the dependent variable (62). The final sample was therefore made up of 18,955 firms.
3.2 Measures

The following measures were used in the statistical analyses.

Innovation performance. Several approaches have been used to measure innovation performance (see Hagedoorn and Cloodt, 2003). While some studies focus on innovation inputs (e.g., R&D expenditures), others explore the outcome of innovation efforts, such as patents, new processes, services and/or products. Consistent with previous CIS work (e.g., Köhler, Sofka, and Grimpe, 2012; Leiponen and Helfat, 2010; Sofka and Grimpe, 2010), we follow this latter approach. We define the variable innovation performance for the market (INMAR) as the dependent variable to operationalize firm innovation performance. INMAR is measured as the percentage of the firm’s sales in 2006 due to innovations in new-to-the-market products (goods and services) introduced by the firm during the period 2004–2006.

External knowledge search. The breadth and depth dimensions of the external knowledge search strategy were measured following the approach proposed by Laursen and Salter (2006). The search breadth dimension was measured as the number of external knowledge sources relevant to the development of innovative activities that the firm used during the years 2004–2006. Nine different external sources were used: four sources classified as “market sources” by the CIS-2006 (suppliers of equipment, materials, components, or software; clients or customers; competitors or other enterprises in the firm’s sector; and consultants, commercial labs, or private R&D institutes); two as “institutional sources” (universities or other higher education institutions; and government or public research institutes) and three as “other sources” (conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions; scientific journals and trade/technical publications; and professional and industry associations). The search breadth variable (SBREADTH) was operationalized by adding the
number of external sources used by the firm. Thus, SBREADTH ranged from ‘0’ to ‘9’, taking the value ‘0’ when the firm did not use any source, and ‘9’ when it used all external sources for which information was available in CIS-2006.

The search depth dimension, which measures the degree of importance to innovation activities of the external knowledge sources the firm uses, was operationalized using the same nine external sources as in the variable SBREADTH. In this case, the relevant information was the degree of importance of each of the nine external sources that the CIS-2006 classified as “high”, “medium” and “low”. The variable SDEPTH was calculated by adding the number of sources with a high degree of use, obtaining a new variable ranging from ‘0’ to ‘9’, where the value ‘0’ indicated that the firm did not use any source intensively, and ‘9’ reflected intensive use of all external sources.

Internal context: Firms’ innovation activities. We classify the firms into three groups according to whether they introduce new goods, new services, or both. In the sample, 10,180 firms introduced new or significantly improved goods; 4,167 launched new or significantly improved services; and 4,608 firms introduced both new or significantly improved goods and services. Second, we classify the firms according to whether the products the firm introduced were developed in house, or by other firms or institutions (i.e., extramural). In the sample, 14,266 firms introduced new or significantly improved products that were mainly developed in house (we call firms in this group “developers”); while 1,505 firms introduced new products that were mainly developed externally (“adopters”). The remaining 3,184 firms in which the product innovation was primarily developed in collaboration with other firms or institutions (a mix of “adopters” and “developers”) were excluded from the analysis.

External context: Characteristics of the technological regime of the industry. We followed Castellacci (2007) to measure the characteristics of the sectoral technological regime. The variable level of technological opportunity (IOPPOR) measured the percentage
of firms in the industry that invested in internal R&D during the period 2004–2006. The variable *appropriability conditions* (IAPPROP) measured the percentage of firms in the industry that protected their innovations through patents, registered industrial designs, or trademarks during the period 2004–2006. Finally, the variable *knowledge accumulation conditions* (IACCUM) measured the percentage of firms in the sector that continuously invested in R&D every year (annually) during the period 2004–2006. To avoid the possible oversampled representation of innovative firms, all the shares referred to the population of firms.

*Control variables.* In the regression equations we include a set of control variables with a possible influence on the firm’s innovation performance. Specifically, we control for the level of internal R&D investment (*R&D intensity*, RDINT), measured by the ratio of total R&D expenditures to sales in 2006; and the size of the firm (SIZE), measured using a categorical variable codified as ‘1’ for small firms (fewer than 50 employees), ‘2’ for medium-sized firms (50 to 249 employees) and ‘3’ for large firms (250 or more employees). Other control variables used in the regression equations were a set of 28 dummy variables for the industry (with industry 1 *Mining* as a reference category; see the description of the industries in Table 1) and also 12 dummies for the country, to account for the different propensities to innovate across industries and countries, respectively. Finally, in line with previous studies (e.g., Laursen and Salter, 2006), we also control for collaboration arrangements with customers (USER) and in any innovation activity (COLLAB); as well as for the size of the geographic markets where the firm sells its goods or services (local or regional, national, other European Union countries, or all other countries). The anonymization of the Eurostat data restricts access to other firm characteristics, thus precluding the use of alternative control variables.
3.3 Analytical procedure

To test our hypotheses, we first assessed the influence of external knowledge search strategy (SBREADTH and SDEPTH) on the innovation performance measure INMAR outlined above. A censored regression (i.e., Tobit model) was estimated to take into account that the dependent variable INMAR, measured as a percentage, is censored. To align the specification of the model with previous studies (e.g., Laursen and Salter, 1996), in the regression equation we include the control variables described in the previous subsection, including both the industry and country dummy variables. However we do not include the quadratic terms for the breadth and depth dimensions. The variables SBREADTH (and SDEPTH) and their squares were very highly correlated (0.97 and 0.90, respectively), so they were indistinguishable and cannot be used simultaneously as covariates in the regression equation.ii

Finally, robust standard errors were used to protect inferences from possible deviation from non-normality. All the innovative firms in the sample (n=18,955) were fed into this analysis.

Second, a multiple-group SEM analysis was proposed to test for possible differences in the effectiveness of the external knowledge search strategy among innovative firms developing different innovation activities (hypotheses H1a,b and H2a,b). Here, we classify the firms into groups according to the type of product innovations they introduced (goods, services, or both), and to where the new products were developed (i.e., in the firm itself or in other firms or institutions). In the multiple-group analyses the regression coefficients (and the error terms) were regarded as group-specific parameters. Therefore, they were freely estimated for each group to capture the influence of SBREADTH and SDEPTH on INMAR across groups of firms with different innovation activities. As in the previous analysis, a Tobit model was estimated for each group, using standard errors robust to non-normality.

Finally, to assess the effect of the industry characteristics on the knowledge search strategies and innovation performance (hypotheses H3a,b to H5a,b), the breadth and depth
dimensions of the external knowledge search strategy were regressed on the variables characterizing the technological regime of the industry (IAPPROP, IOPPOR, and IACCUM). Since the technological regime characteristics may directly impact innovation performance without influencing its search strategies, direct effects of IAPPROP, IOPPOR, and IACCUM on INMAR were also included in the model. All the models were estimated using SEM software Mplus (Muthén and Muthén, 1998-2012). As in the previous analyses, robust standard errors were used to protect inferences from possible deviation from non-normality.

3.4 Descriptive analysis

Table 2 shows the mean values of the dependent and dependent variables by industry. In terms of extensive external knowledge search (SBREADTH), the firms in the sample use an average of 5.58 external information sources, with significant differences among industrial sectors. For example, the Petroleum and chemicals (6.45) and Electricity gas, steam and hot water supply (6.22) sectors have the greatest openness to external knowledge sources. In contrast, less technologically intensive sectors such as Hotels and restaurants (2.73) or Real estate activities (3.68) use a small number of external knowledge sources. In the intensive search strategy (SDEPTH), the average number of sources used is 1.27. The Post and communication (1.54) and Wholesale trade (1.44) sectors use a larger number of external knowledge sources intensively. Other sectors such as Renting of machinery and equipment (0.66), Hotels and restaurants (0.77), Construction (0.79) and Real estate activities (0.79) use, on average, less than one external source of knowledge intensively.

Table 2 also shows that the sectors with the highest rates of product innovation, such as Computer and related activities (24.72 per cent of the total sales in 2006), R&D and other business activities (19.5), or Electrical and optical equipment, medical equipment, radio, TV (18.16) also present higher average scores in the variables characterizing the technological
regime of the industry. At the other extreme, industries with low levels of product innovation such as *Hotels and restaurants* (4.65) or *Land, air and water transport* (9.68) also obtain below average values in the technological regime variables.

[Insert table 2 here]

4. Results

4.1 Influence of knowledge search strategies on innovation performance

Panel A in Table 3 shows the results of the Tobit model for the whole sample of innovative firms. The results indicate that both intensive and extensive knowledge search strategies have a positive and significant effect on innovation performance. In particular, the results for the SBREADTH indicate that the use of an additional external knowledge source increases the percentage of firms’ sales in new-to-the-market products and services by an average of 1.095 percentage points (s.e.= 0.152). The same results are obtained for the variable SDEPTH, in which the intensive use of an additional external knowledge source also increases the percentage of sales in new products by an average of 1.095 points (s.e.= 0.255).

4.2 Influence of the firm’s innovation activities on the effectiveness of external knowledge search strategy

Panels B and C in Table 3 show the influence of SBREADTH and SDEPTH on INMAR when innovative firms are classified in groups with different innovation activities. These analyses correspond to the multiple-group analyses. Overall, the results suggest that the influence of external search strategies on innovation performance varies across groups. Regarding the type of product innovation introduced, the extensive external knowledge search strategy has a positive influence on innovation performance for firms introducing new or significantly improved goods (1.276; s.e.=0.204), but the influence is not significant for
either service innovator firms (0.584; s.e.=0.395), or firms that innovate in both goods and services (0.502; s.e.= 0.280). In the case of intensive external search our results indicate that SDEPTH has a significant influence for firms that only innovate in new services (2.659; s.e.=0.688), but there is no significant influence for firms that innovate in goods (0.618; s.e.=0.380) or in both goods and services (0.680; s.e.=0.382). These results support hypotheses H1a (in the case of breadth search) and H1b.

Regarding where the product innovations are developed—in house or extramural—we find that for both “developers” and “adopters” the influence of external knowledge search (SBREADTH and SDEPTH) on innovation performance is statistically significant. However, the strength of the influence of the SBREADTH and SDEPTH on INMAR is higher in the group of “adopters” (1.569 [s.e.=0.647] and 3.065[s.e.=1.224], respectively) than in the case of “developers” (0.174 [s.e.=0.647] and 0.772 [s.e.=0.302]), a result that leads us to reject hypotheses H2a and H2b.

[Insert table 3 here]

4.3. Effect of industry characteristics on innovation performance and effectiveness of external knowledge search

Table 4 shows the effect of the characteristics of the technological regime of the industry on the external knowledge search strategy (SBREADTH and SDEPTH), and on innovation performance. The table shows that the level of opportunity of the industry (IOPPORT) has a significant positive influence on SBREADTH (0.034; s.e.=0.003), but the influence on SDEPTH is not significant. These results confirm hypothesis H3a that the technological opportunity of the industry has a positive influence on external search, but only in the case of the broad search dimension. We also find that the (positive) influence of the IOPPORT is
higher in the case of SBREADTH than for the SDEPTH dimension, a result that is in accordance with hypothesis H3b.

The influence of level of appropriability is seen in Table 4, which shows the significant positive influence of IAPPROP on the use of intensive search (0.010; s.e.=0.005), which is also positive in the case of SBREADTH, although not significant. H4a, which proposed a negative influence of the level appropriability of the industry on both the breadth and depth dimensions of the external sourcing, is therefore rejected. However, IAPPROP has a higher influence on SDEPTH than on SBREADTH, thus lending support to hypothesis H4b.

Finally, the influence of the level of accumulation of the industry is seen in Table 4, which shows the positive and statistically significant (0.006; s.e.=0.002) effect of IACCUM on SDEPTH, a result that confirms hypothesis H5a. We also find a negative influence of IAPPROP on SBREADTH, as proposed in hypothesis H5b, although the regression coefficient is not statistically significant. We therefore find no evidence for a significant negative influence of IAPPROP on SBREADTH; hypothesis H5b is thus rejected.

The bottom part of Table 4 shows the (direct) effect of the technological regime characteristics on innovation performance. We find a positive influence of IOPPORT (0.216; s.e.=0.056) and IACCUM (0.228; s.e.=0.061) on INMAR, while the influence of IAPPROP is negative (-0.271; s.e.=0.088). Overall, these results suggest that the technological regime of the industry matters in explaining across-industry variations in the use of knowledge search strategy and also the firm’s innovation performance.

[Insert table 4 here]

5. Discussion
As far as the relationship between external knowledge search strategy and innovation performance relationship is concerned, the analysis reports a positive (and similar in size) influence on innovation performance of both the breadth and the depth dimensions of the search strategy. These results are broadly in line with previous studies showing that investment in the search for external sources favors innovation performance (Chiang and Hung, 2010; Garriga et al., 2013; Katila, 2002; Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Laursen and Salter, 2006). These studies, however, provide conflicting evidence on the magnitude of the effects. For instance, Laursen and Salter (2006) found that the influence of search breadth was relatively higher than search depth, while Katila and Ahuja (2002) reported the opposite. Conversely, Chiang and Hung (2010) found that breadth search has a significant positive effect on innovation performance, while the effect of intensive search is not significant. Differences in results have been attributed to methodological issues (i.e., estimation methods), measures of innovation performance (radical or incremental) and search strategy, and also to the size and the scope (single or multiple industries) of the sample (Garriga et al., 2013). Our study extends the empirical base of the external knowledge search and innovation performance relationship, providing additional evidence of the positive association across different industries and countries.

In relation to hypotheses H1a and H1b (the influence of external knowledge search is different in firms that innovate in new goods from those innovating in new services), we found that only the search breadth strategy positively affects innovation performance in the case of firms that innovate in new goods. In the case of firms that innovate in new services, we found a higher significant effect of search depth on innovation performance than search breadth, which is not significant. Our findings add to the argument made in studies analyzing manufacturing firms that a broad search strategy allows firms to access a wide range of knowledge coming from diverse external sources, which in turn increases the likelihood of
finding valuable knowledge with which to develop their innovation activities (Laursen and Salter, 2006; Leiponen and Helfat, 2010). Moreover, we also find that search depth is more effective than search breadth in introducing new services. Hence, hypothesis H1b is supported. Problems of imitation or the difficulty of protecting service innovations mean firms prefer to engage in deeper relationships with a limited number of external sources and focus on those sources that may have a more direct effect on the development of innovations. Overall, our results suggest that external knowledge search decisions are aligned with key decisions in the firm’s innovation strategy such as the type of innovation the firm develops (good or service).

Concerning the development of new products in house or externally (hypotheses H2a and H2b), the significant positive influence of search breadth and depth on innovation performance suggest that both “developers” and “adopters” use external sources of knowledge as a way to improve firm’s innovation performance. In relation to internal “developers”, this result highlights the idea underlying the open innovation approach that a firm’s innovation process is based on internal development combined with external knowledge search (Chesbrough, 2006; Cassiman and Veugelers, 2006). In the case of firms in which the new products are developed externally, the external knowledge search is a way of accessing new knowledge without compromising more internal resources. This approach closely resembles the “external model” of innovation in which firms pursued “fully-fledged” innovations that are developed externally (Tether and Tajar, 2008, p. 1081).

Perhaps most notable is the result that the magnitude of the effects of both search modes (breadth and depth) is higher for “adopters” than for “developers”, a result that leads us to reject hypotheses H2a and H2b. To facilitate a more accurate understanding of these results, it might be interesting to focus not only on the scope of the knowledge search and how firms search (the breadth and depth of knowledge sources), but also on what types of
external sources are used, and what unique contribution they make to innovation performance. For instance, in an analysis of the influence of consultants and other private research organizations as external knowledge sources for innovation, Tether and Tajar (2008) found that these specialist knowledge providers have more abilities to develop ready-to-market innovations than other sources such as universities, and, in turn, a higher influence on innovation performance. The analysis of the influence of specific external knowledge sources on innovation performance would provide interesting insights about their relative importance in specific contexts, and also how external sources complement or substitute one another.

The paper also adopts a contingent approach to analyze the effect of the characteristics of the industry’s technological regime on the configuration of external knowledge search strategy. Our results give support to hypotheses H3a (in the case of depth search) and H3b, which poses that industries with a high level of technological opportunities favor using a broad range of external knowledge sources. In contexts where there are plenty of possibilities to access valuable external knowledge, firms have greater incentives to perform an extensive search. The cost of performing search activities with a large number of external sources are offset by the benefits derived from accessing valuable knowledge from the industry. With regard to the appropriability conditions, we find evidence that high levels of knowledge appropriability encourage a greater use of intensive relationships than a broader use of the external sources. In environments with higher levels of knowledge protectionism, firms have fewer incentives to search for external knowledge because the likelihood of accessing valuable external knowledge is lower (Laursen and Salter, 2014). An intensive search strategy appears to be the best strategy to access this external knowledge. Establishing deeper relationships with a limited number of external sources increases a firm’s ability to access relevant knowledge, since deep relationships with external sources increase mutual understanding and trust that, in turn, lower the barriers to relevant knowledge. Finally, we
found evidence that the level of knowledge accumulation in the industry favors the use of an intensive search strategy. In contexts of “creative accumulation”, characterized by continued investments in R&D, firms typically enjoy stable technological advantages and increasing returns to knowledge creation (Malerba, 2002). Such contexts encourage firms to open up their innovation process to increase their possibilities of accessing relevant external knowledge for developing innovations. Nevertheless, knowledge accumulation requires a high and sustained effort to develop new valuable knowledge that can only be obtained when firms engage in ongoing and long-lasting relationships.

6. Conclusion

This paper analyzes the extent to which a firm’s external search strategy is influenced by its innovation decisions and the characteristics of the sector in which it operates. Our analysis of a large database of innovator firms operating in manufacturing and service industries from 13 European countries reveals that firms conducting broader and deeper searches for knowledge and ideas among external agents attain better innovation results. We also found that the knowledge search strategy–innovation performance relationship is conditioned by the innovation activities firms adopt and by the characteristics of the technological regimen of the industry where the firm operates.

Managerial implications

Our results have also implications for management practice. The findings derived from this research may assist managers to decide the appropriate external knowledge search strategy in different contexts. Managers need to be aware that knowledge search strategies may not always be effective (i.e., result in higher innovation performance) and that their influence is contingent on both the pursued innovation strategy and the industry context. Therefore, they should select the type of external knowledge search (intensive or extensive
search) that best aligns with the firm’s innovation objectives. For example, our results suggest that broad knowledge search strategies may be more effective for manufacturing firms while deeper knowledge searches may be more effective for firms that innovate in new services. Similarly, the breadth search strategy may be preferred in industries with a high level of technological opportunity while depth search may report better results in industries in which the knowledge process is cumulative and appropriable.

**Limitations and future research**

A number of limitations need to be acknowledged when interpreting the results presented in the paper. Specifically, the analysis is based on cross-sectional data, making it difficult to identify any causal relationships. The CIS database is an important source of information for research into innovation in the European Union area. However, some characteristics of the database impose a number of restrictions on our research. The CIS data have only recently been released by Eurostat in the form of anonymized data, which prevents firms being identified. The anonymization process limits the use of the CIS database as a panel data, since it is impossible to trace firms’ responses over time. In addition, despite the advantages of the size and representativeness of the our data, future research should explore this relationship by drawing on different data sources, measures, and research designs in order to assess the generality of our results. Such future research will shed further light on the conclusions reached in this article concerning the importance of sourcing activities for innovation performance. Specifically, in our analysis we were able to capture only a relatively small set of European countries, some of them similar in terms of the characteristics of their national institutional context. For reasons of confidentiality, our analysis does not cover leading countries in innovation at the European level such as Finland, Denmark, Germany, France and Belgium, which could provide additional evidence of the influence of the contextual variables on the external knowledge search.
Finally, we have analyzed the influence of the characteristics of the industry’s technological regime on the external knowledge search in isolation. However, it is reasonable to assume the existence of interactive effects. For instance, Malerba and Orsenigo (1993) point out that a high level of accumulation in the industry may be present if appropriability conditions are low and the relevant knowledge base for innovation is widely disseminated across the firms in the industry. Future research could usefully analyze the extent to which different industry characteristics interact and influence the modes of knowledge search. In this case scenarios representing different levels of technological regime variables could be defined in order to explore in which scenario the choice of external search strategy is more appropriate for firms to obtain innovation performance.
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[*] Non-core industries are marked with an asterisk in Table 1.

[*] On examining the distribution of these variables we saw, for instance, that in the case of SDEPTH, 65 per cent of the firms were in the categories 0 to 1, for which SDEPTH and its square are the same value.